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ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND PLANNING
ASPECTS IN SLOVENIA

Integrated and Multicriterial Analysis for the National Energy Policy

Abstract:
Slovenia can be considered a sufficiently homogenous region, even though specific cli-
matic conditions exist in some parts of the country. Urban regions with high energy con1

sumption density differ in logistic aspects and in the potential of renewable energy sour-
ces. The difference in household energy demand is not significant. * This planning study
is based on the "Integrated Resource Planning" approach. A novel energy planning tool,
the MESAP- PlaNet energy system model, supplemented by auxiliary models of techno-
logy penetration, electricity demand analysis and optimal expansion planning (the WASP
package) has been used. The following segments has been treated in detail: industry,
households and both central and local supply systems.* Three intensities of energy effi-
ciency strategies are compared: Reference, Moderate and Intensive. The intensity of de-
mand side management programs influence the level and dynamics of activation of con-
servation potentials. Energy tax is considered in the Moderate and Intensive strategies.
On the supply side the issue of domestic coal use is discussed. Reduction in the use of
coal is linked to energy efficiency strategies* It has been found that energy efficiency
strategies consistently improve economic efficiency, security of supply and protection of
health and environment. The only conflicting area is social acceptability, due to both the
energy tax reform and the loss of mining jobs.

VIDICI PLANIRANJA OPSKRBE I POTRAZNJE
ENERGIJE U SLOVENIJI

Integralna i multikriterialna analiza za formiranje
nacionalne energetske politike

Sazetak:
Republika Slovenija moze se smatrati dovoljno homogenim podrucjem, iako u nekim
njenim predjelima postoje posebni klimatski uvjeti. Urbana naselja s visokom gustocom
potrosnje energije istupaju u logistickom pogledu i u pogledu mogucnosti koristenja ob-
novljivih izvora energije. Razlika u potrebama za energijom u domacinstvima nije signifi-
kantna. * Planska studija temelji se na pristupu "cjelovitog planiranja resursa". Upotrije-
bljen je novi programski paket MESAP-PlaNet nadopunjen modelima kojima se opisuje
prodor novih tehnologija, promjene dijagrama opterecenja elektroenergetskog sustava i
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paket za optimalno planiranje elektrosistema (model WASP). Detaljno su bili obradeni
sljedeči podsustavi: industrija, domačinstva te centralni i lokalni sistemi opskrbe energi-
jom.* Usporedene su tri strategije s različitim intenzitetom mjera za učinkovito korištenje
energije: referentna, umjerena i intenzivna. Programi za uvodenje mjera učinkovitosti
utječu na dinamiku i razinu korištenja postoječih potencijala za povečanje učinkovitosti.
U umjerenoj i intenzivnoj strategiji predvida se dodatno oporezivanje energije. Na strani
opskrbe uzet je u obzir problem domačeg ugljena. Smanjenje korištenja ugljena povezu-
je se sa strategijama energetske učinkovitosti. * Strategije energetske učinkovitosti jed-
noobrazno povečavaju ekonomičnost i pouzdanost opskrbe te zaštitu zdravlja i okoliša.
Jedino područje konflikta je društvena prihvatljivost, kako zbog povečanja poreza, tako i
zbog gubitka radnih mjesta u rudarstvu.

1. Introduction

The main energy data for Slovenia are presented in Table 1 [1]. By most energy indices,
Slovenia falss within the lower range OECD-Europe countries (Slovenia is not a member)
but is considerably better than other countries in transition.

Table 1. Main data for Slovenia compared with OECD Europe for 1994

Population (Millions)

GDP (Billion 1990$US)

TPES/ Population (Toe per capita)

Oil requirements/ Population (Toe per capita)

Electricity consumption/ Population (kWh per capita)

GDP/ Population (1990 $US per capita)

TPES/ GDP (Toe per 1000 $US)

Oil requirements/ GDP /(Toe per 000 $US)

Electricity consumption/ GDP (kWh per $US)

Slovenia

1.99

16.96

2.6

1.05

5 375

8 523

0.30

0.12

0.63

OECD
Europe

443.1

7546.1

3.29

1.41

5 719

17 031

0.19

0.08

0.34

SLO/OECD
Europe
0.45%

0.22%

79%

74%

94%

50%

158%

150%

185%

Note: GDP: Gross Domestic Product; TPES: Total Primary Energy Supply

1.1 Energy Policy Concerns in Slovenia

High energy intensity and power plants pollution are obvious concerns in Slovenia. Besi-
des numerous opportunities for a more efficient use of energy, there are also opportuni-
ties for the development of local energy systems, renewable sources, co-generation and
district heating. Spontaneous fuel switching from coal and wood to imported fuels is oc-
curring. Also, the dilemma whether to continue mining and burning the costly and high-
sulphur domestic coal at the same rate or to decrease this activity is yet to be resolved.

A Resolution on energy strategy has been adopted by Parliament [2], which lists both
demand and supply side opportunities. The actual energy sector development trends
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and specific government decisions do not seem to fully reflect the opportunities identi-
fied by previous studies.1

1.2 One or multiple regions for energy planning in Slovenia?

It is observed that Slovenia may not be meaningfully divided in regions, though differen-
ces exist between various parts of the country with respect to climate and other energy
related parameters. More significant are the differences in fine structure, such as urban
and suburban areas, and low-population areas, which may be geographically quite clo-
se. In an energy system analysis, and also in energy policy concerns, energy consum-
ption density should be the main parameter. In Figure 1, the results of an analysis of the
density of household heat consumption are presented. The analysis is based on a model
of household space heating demand, and the population and housing census data for
1991.

Generally, a heat demand density of over 200 MWh/year. ha can be considered sufficien-
tly high for a cost effective application of either district heating or gas distribution sy-
stems. (Gas distribution is usually feasible also at lower densities).

It is interesting to note that space heat consumption has a bimodel distribution in Slove-
nia. The total space heating demand is divided in almost equal parts between small set-
tlements with generally low consumption density and larger settlements. Most large set-
tlements have a dense core.
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Figure 1: Annual household heat consumtion by community size and consumption density

1 A National Energy Programme is under development. The versions drafted up to now are r ather gene-
ral with respect to the goals in energy efficiency improvement and quite specific regar ding supply side
investments.
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In the general model two regions have been considered: a high density region and a low
density one. The difference between the two is mainly in the potential for the penetration
of energy distribution systems, such as district heat or natural gas.

Whereas this seems an important concept for national (regional) planning, a more detai-
led analysis of each settlement, or a sample thereof, is necessary. There is, in principle,
a requirement in Slovenia that each settlement should have an energy plan or "energy
concept". There are several obstacles to energy planning at local level, not the least
being uncertainties in the national energy policy, especially regarding different energy
carriers. Considerable competition exists between the advancing natural gas and other
energy carriers. Natural gas is a welcome substitution for more polluting fuels such as
coal, but there seems to be also an increase in biomass (wood) use and even existing
district heating.

2. Integrated Resource Planning Study

2.1 Energy Conservation Potentials in Slovenia

In a study financed through the Phare programme of the EU ["ENCOS", ], the energy
conservation potentials of Slovenia were investigated. The total cost-effective potential
was estimated at 48 PJ p.a. or some 16% of different energy forms at diverse locations in
the supply-demand chain. This does not include the transport sector.

The conservation potential should be assessed at system level. Such comparison was
not included in the ENCOS study [3]. Using simplified relations between the useful, final
and primary energy levels, the cost-effective conservation potential related to the primary
energy level is approximately 58 PJ p.a. or 24 % of primary energy (240 PJ in 1994).
Other issues not addressed in this study are the expected timing of energy efficiency im-
provements and the impact of demand side changes on the whole energy system.

2.2 The "Integrated Resource Planning" Method for the National
Energy Policy Analysis

An essentially new approach to strategic decisions about energy use and supply has
been developed in the last twenty years. Its significant development phases are Least
Cost Planning (optimisation of the (electric) power sector development including de-
mand side options) and Integrated Resource Planning (consideration of the entire ener-
gy system, possibly using several optimisation criteria).2

The expression "Integrated Resource Planning" is somewhat problematic, especially as regards the
term "planning"; the expression has a high information content in the professional circle s. By resour-
ces one considers both energy sources and any possibility of improving the utilisation of energy. A
more extended use of the market mechanisms does not make strategic planning approaches obs ole-
te, especially not at national level. Strategic planning has to consider the market mec nanisms in the
implementation of the measures.
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After several years of investigation into the method3, a government program of strategic
studies under the title "Integrated Resource Planning" was initiated in Slovenia. The inte-
grated resources planning study was undertaken by the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
and was supported by the EU-PHARE programme (IRP-Phare [4]).

2.3 Structured Analysis of the Problem

2.3.1 Criteria and Goal Setting

Goals are stated textually in Resolution [2]. It is possible to identify the following set of
goals:

1 reliability and sufficiency of supply
2 efficiency of energy use
3 health acceptability
4 environment and space use acceptability
5 smallest possible risk
6 economic efficiency
7 social suitability
8 technological efficiency
9 flexibility

The goals are partly contradictory (e.g. 6 and 7 and partially 8 and 9). A more detailed
quantitative definition of the criteria of achievement is required. A reduced set of general
goals (four areas) and a set of criteria (12 criteria) with quantitative attributes was identi-
fied.

2.4 Frame Data, Scenarios and Strategies

Frame data describe the entire setting of the problem and those inputs in the analysis
which are considered unchangeable. Energy prices are an essential input. We have
found that there is no close and unique link^ between of the macroeconomics develop-
ment scenarios in Slovenia and the world energy prices.

The Ministry of Science and Technology projects "Modern methods for energy system plan ning" and
"Utilisation of methods for the planning of energy systems" in the years 1993-1995, which re suited in
several publications.

This hypothesis is not trivial in energy system research. Low energy prices are often a ssociated with
high economic growth. At present, a different linking is prevailing: the application of e nergy efficiency
strategies is associated with low energy prices, essentially uncoupled from economic g rowth. (com-
pare also: IEA World Energy Outlook, 1995,1996).
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Table 2. Scenario Tableau: Frame data

FRAME DATA
Base year, reference years and horizon
Uniform discount rate
Population growth
Price of imported fuels (FOB) in 1994
crude oil
17 USD94/sod = 1.26 SIT94/kWh = 350 SIT^/GJ
natural gas
91 USD^ /103m3 = 1.19 SITM/kWh = 331 SIT^/GJ
coal
51 USD^t = 0.82 SIT94/kWh = 228 SIT^/GJ
nuclear fuel: 0.259 SIT94/kWh net

Domestic energy prices in Slovenia: 1994

electricity, industry 110 kV 3,63 SIT^kWh
industry 1 -35 kV 7,62 SIT^/kWh
households 8,97 SIT^/kWh

district heat, industry 1062 SIT^/GJ
households, high 1500 SIT94/GJ
households, low 924 SIT94/GJ

natural gas, industry 607 SITg4/GJ
households IHSSIT^/GJ

oil derivatives, mazout 445 SIT94/GJ
EL fuel oil 814SIT94/GJ
petrol 2295 SIT94/GJ
dieselfuel ISeSSlT^GJ

brown coal, power plants 718SITg4/GJ

lignite, power plants 437 SITgVGJ

wood households 733 SIT^GJ

1994,2000,2010,2020
10% yearly
0 %/a
Price increase in the period:

1994-2020: 0% yearly

1994-2000:0.63 %/a, 2001-2020: 0 %/a

1994-2000: 0.25 %/a, 2001-2020: 0 %/a
1994-2020:0%

2020

5,3 SITg«/kWh
11,0 SIT94/kWh
16,7SIT^/kWh

1 104SIT94/GJ
1 582 SIT94/GJ
1 120 SIT94/GJ

633 SnyGJ
1 399 SIT^GJ

657 SIT^/GJ
1 169SIT94/GJ
3 764 SITgVGJ
2 600 SITM/GJ

670 SIT94/GJ

480 SIT94/GJ

1 017SIT9t/GJ

index
2020/1994
146
146
187

104
105
121

104
125

148
144
164
139

93

110

139

Notes: The tax change refers to a uniform value added tax (20%) replacing the sales tax. The

average exchange rate in 1994 was: 1 ECU= 152 SIT (Slovenian tolars), 1 DEM = 79

SIT, 1 $US = 129 SIT.

In households, for example, a real increase in energy prices (taking the constant value of
money 1994) is expected by the year 2000 ranging from +14% for natural gas and di-
strict heating, to 21% for fuel oil up to +57% for electricity. By 2020 households prices
might increase in real value by +25% for gas, a little less for district heating, +44% for
households fuel oil and up to +87% for electricity. The most significant increase in real
price seems to be for electricity, leading to a possible greater influence on electricity
consumption.
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2.4.1 Scenarios

Two scenarios for sensitivity and robustness analysis have been adopted from the work
of the Office of macroeconomic research [5]: a "PLUS" and a "MINUS" scenario.

Table 3. Scenario tableau - scenario data

SCENARIO DATA
"MINUS" "PLUS"

GDP (1994= 1840 bil. SITM)
1995
1996-2000
2001-2020
Population incomes

5.86 % yearly
2.8 % yearly
3.0% yearly
2.2 % yearly

7.88 % yearly
5.56 % yearly
6.0 % yearly
5.5 % yearly

Dwellings area per inhabitant
1994-2000
2001-2020

0.05 % yearly
0.5 % yearly

0.26 % yearly
0.76 % yearly

Value added in industry (1994=501 bil. SIT94)
1995
1996-2000
2001-2020

3,6 % yearly
2,1 % yearly
1,8 % yearly

3,6% yearly
5,4 % yearly
3,8 % yearly

2.4.2 Strategies

Preparatory work on strategy development included the compilation of measures propo-
sed in Resolution [2] and other recent energy efficiency studies such as the EU-PHARE
project "Energy Conservation Strategy for Slovenia" [3]. Measures were quantitatively
analysed for their effect on energy use. Three strategies have been proposed for each
case study industry and households: a "business as usual" (Reference) strategy, a Mo-
derate efficiency and an Intensive efficiency strategy (collectively referred to as EE stra-
tegies).

The EE strategies foresee additional taxation of energy. For households, an additional ta-
xation of: + 10% in the moderate strategy and +20% in the intensive strategy is forese-
en, and for the industry 3% and 6%, respectively. Programs for subsidising the interest
rate on energy efficient investments are envisaged along with general information and
promotion programmes, for example product labelling, and programmes stimulating the
production of more energy-efficient devices.

Some supply side choices were pre-defined in the EE strategies, particularly the deci-
sion regarding the extraction and use of domestic coal, which is not based on economic
optimisation but is a purely political decision. A reduction in domestic coal quantity by
20% under the moderate strategy, and by 40% under the intensive strategy is expected
by 2020. The reduction is higher in brown coal, which is economically and ecologically
more problematic, consequently, the moderate strategy considers 100 MW instead of a
200 MW replacement power plant in Trbovlje while under the intensive strategy the mi-
ning of brown coal in the region is to be discontinued.
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A considerable penetration of co-generation is anticipated by the EE strategies. Co-ge-
neration is cost competitive, especially considering the expected increase in electricity
price. It is the non-commercial barriers that have to be removed. The development of lo-
cal energy systems in some cases is not cost efficient (new DH schemes, use of local
biomass for DH), but such developments have beneficial effects on the environmental in-
dices (CO2 emissions) and the energy security issues, as represented by import de-
pendency.

2.5 Modelling and analysis approach

Applied computational tools are organised around the MESAP-PlaNet energy system
model [6] with emphasis on energy efficient alternative processes. Several models have
been developed: a market penetration model for energy-efficient technologies (spread-
sheet), a linear network techno-economic model of the energy system (for MESAP-Pla-
Net), a model of electric power system daily load diagrams (spreadsheet - ELAM-SLO)
and a model of electric power system optimal expansion planning (for WASP).

More detailed is the presentation of industry, households and power supply sectors. The
modelling of the demand side is based on a recent survey of the energy efficiency po-
tential for the industry and the building sectors. Other household energy consumption
aspects are also covered. Details of the models are presented elsewhere [7, 8,9].

3. Results

Energy, cost and emission indicators for the three elaborated strategies in the two sce-
narios have been calculated (total of 6 cases). PLUS indicates the scenario of higher
economic growth and MINUS indicates the lower economic scenario.

PLUS/Moderate

PLUS/Reference

MINUS/lntensive \^$^Mmi^^.?^ I

MINUS/Moderate

MINUS/Reference ;f

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

(PJ)

Figure 2. Total primary energy consumption in 2020
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3.1 Energy

The total primary energy consumption (TPES) in 2020 under the six scenario/ strategy
combinations is presented in Figure 2. Under the intensive strategy the TPES is 10% lo-
wer than under the reference strategy in both scenarios. Under the moderate strategy
the reduction is 6.4% in the MINUS scenario and 6,7% in the PLUS scenario.

m investment

PLUS/I ntensive

PLUS/Moderate

PLUS/Reference

MINUS/lntensive

MINUS/Moderate

MINUS/Reference

• DSM •fuel • O&M

50 000 100 000 150 000 200 000 250 000 300 000
(billion SITJ

Figure 3. Cost structure of the energy sector in 2020
Note: sunk investment costs are not included

3.2 Economy

The total cost of energy supply is slightly lower in the intensive EE strategies. According
to the present value method (PV, period 1994-2020, discount rate 10%) the cost PV is lo-
wer in the intensive strategy by some 2% compared to the reference strategy. This diffe-
rence is modest and by itself it is not decisive, as it may be within the sensitivity of the
method. The difference in cost structure may be more interesting and significant. As pre-
sented in Figure 3, the investment costs are, as expected, higher with the intensive EE
strategies than in the reference strategy. This increase in annuitised investment costs is
more than offset by lower fuel costs.

Another important structural difference is the sectoral distribution of energy-related inve-
stments. Figure 4 is indicative of the investment structure. Under the intensive EE strate-
gies, the central supply investments are lower than under the reference strategy. The in-
vestments in local supply, industry and households are more than offsetting this decrea-
se.

Both effects are beneficial, especially for a small country such as Slovenia, where small-
scale technologies are more attractive.
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Figure 4. Energy investments by sector, annuity values in the year 2020

3.3 Environment

The energy sector of Slovenia is expected to improve its performance with respect to the
environment particularly in the field of SO2- and NOx emissions. It is mainly CO2 emis-
sions that can not be effectively reduced by end-of-the-pipe activities.

Table 4 presents the results of CO2 emission expectations under the six cases. Reduc-
tion in CO2 emission is expected only in the MINUS scenario (low economic growth) and
under the intensive EE strategy.

Table 4. CO2 emissions form the energy system

Change, 1994-2020

Strategyl Scenario-*- MINUS PLUS

Reference
Moderate
Intensive

16%
5%

-4%

51%
38%
27%

3.4 Social

It is estimated that, compared to the reference strategy, the moderate and intensive EE
strategies could lead to a loss of 900 and 1950 jobs, respectively, and the respective
amounts of 6 billion and 16 billion SIT94 have been foreseen for reemployment and early
retirement. It is estimated that the negative effect of job losses in both mining areas
would thus be totally compensated. The positive effects of additional employment as a
consequence of EE activities were not considered.
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Unfortunately job losses, even if compensated by payments, as well as retraining and te-
chnology changes can be expected to create social tension. It is also obvious that the
government will tend to avoid such tension.

4. Conclusions

The total effect of the intensive EE strategies in the industry and household sectors will
be a 13% decrease in the demand for electricity in the year 2020. Energy conservation
strategies cause a shift of costs from the energy supply side to the energy conservation
side and a decrease of environment pollution.

Table 5. Assessment of results of energy efficiency strategies

CRITERIA 1 EE STRATEGIES ->

Energy consumption

Energy system costs

Effects on the environment

Strategic and development aspects

Political social aspects

REFERENCE

0

0

0

0

0

MODERATE

+

+

+

-

INTENSIVE

+ +

o++

+ +

+ +

--

Note: 0 reference level; + better; -worse; 0+ marginal improvement

A qualitative overview of the results is presented in Table 5. The intensive EE strategy is
favourable according to economic, energy and environmental criteria and less favoura-
ble according to socio-political criteria. The only negative points assigned to the EE stra-
tegies are their social and political aspects. The EE strategies foresee additional taxes on
energy, especially in households, leading to social tension angmented by a reduction in
the extraction and firing of coal and other changes. On the other hand, the intensive EE
strategies are a challenge for the power industry.
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